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Abstract
We present an acceleration method for CNNs, where we prune filters from convolutional layers that are identified as having a small effect on the output accuracy.
By removing whole filters in the network, together with their connecting feature
maps, the computational costs are reduced significantly. In contrast to weights
pruning, this approach does not result in sparse connectivity patterns. Hence, it
does not need the support of sparse convolution libraries and can work with the
most efficient BLAS libraries for dense matrix multiplications. We show that even
simple filter pruning methods can reduce inference costs for VGG-16 by up to 34%
and ResNet-110 by upto 38% while regaining close to the original accuracy by
retraining the networks.
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Introduction

The success of CNNs in various applications is accompanied by a significant increase in the the
computation and parameter storage costs [1–3]. These high capacity networks have significant
inference costs especially when used with embedded sensors or mobile devices where computational
and power resources can be limited. For these applications, in addition to accuracy, computational
efficiency and small network sizes are crucial enabling factors [4].
There has been a significant amount of work on reducing the storage and computational cost by
parameter pruning [5–10]. Recently Han et al. [8, 9] report 90% compression rates on AlexNet [1] and
VGGNet [2] by pruning weights with small magnitudes, followed by retraining without hurting the
accuracy. This creates a sparsely populated network of parameters across all layers of CNNs. Though
they demonstrate that the convolutional layers can be compressed and accelerated, it additionally
requires sparse BLAS libraries or even specialized hardware.
Compared to pruning weights across the network, pruning filters is a naturally structured way of
weights pruning without introducing sparsity and therefore does not require using sparse libraries
or specialized hardware. Feature map pruning has been previously explored in [11, 12]. However,
both the methods need to examine the importance of each feature map or the combination of selected
feature mpas before pruning the connected filters, which could be infeasible for pruning CNNs with
large number of filters.
To address these challenges, we propose to prune the whole convolutional filters based on a simple
criteria from the trained CNNs instead of removing its weights across the network. We then restore
the accuracy of the pruned network by retraining. This reduces the computational overheads from
convolution layers and does not involve using any sparse libraries or any specialized hardware.
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Pruning Filters and Feature Maps

Let ni denote the number of input channels for the ith convolutional layer and hi /wi be the
height/width of the input feature map. The convolutional layer transforms the input feature maps
xi ∈ Rni ×hi ×wi into the output feature maps xi+1 ∈ Rni+1 ×hi+1 ×wi+1 , which is used as input feature maps for the next convolutional layer. This is achieved by applying ni+1 filters Fi,j ∈ Rni ×k×k
on the ni input channels, in which one filter generates one feature map. Each filter is composed by ni
two-dimensional kernels K ∈ Rk×k (e.g., 3 × 3). All the filters, together, constitute the kernel matrix
Fi ∈ Rni ×ni+1 ×k×k . The operations of the convolutional layer is ni+1 ni k 2 hi+1 wi+1 . As shown
in Figure 1, when a filter Fi,j is pruned, its corresponding feature map xi+1,j is removed, which
reduces ni k 2 hi+1 wi+1 operations. The kernels that apply on the removed feature maps from the next
convolutional layer are also removed, which saves an additional ni+2 k 2 hi+2 wi+2 operations.

Figure 1: Pruning a filter and its corresponding feature map.
Determining which filters to prune
P We measure the importance of a filter in each layer by
calculating itsP
absolute weight sum |Fi,j |. Since the number of input channels, ni , is the same
across filters, |Fi,j | also represents the average magnitude of its kernel weights. This value gives
an expectation of the magnitude of the output feature map. Filters with smaller kernel weights tends to
produce feature maps with weak activations as compared to the other filters in that layer. Figure 2(a)
illustrates the distribution of this filter weight sum for each layer in a VGG-16 network trained using
the CIFAR-10 dataset. The filters in a layer are ordered by its sum of kernel weights, which is divided
by the maximum value max(si ).
To prune m filters
Pni from
P the ith convolutional layer, we first calculate the absolute sum of its kernel
weights sj = l=1
|Kl | for each filter Fi,j . We then sort the filters by sj and prune m filters with
smallest sum values and their corresponding feature maps. The kernels in the next convolutional
layer corresponding to the pruned feature maps are also removed. Finally, a new kernel matrix is
created for both ith and i + 1th layer, and the remaining kernels are copied to the new one.

(a) Filters are ranked by sj

(b) Prune smallest filters of each layer

(c) Retrain result

Figure 2: (a) Sorted filter weight sum for each layer of VGG-16 on CIFAR-10. The x-axis is the filter
index divided by the total number of filters; The y-axis is the filter weight sum divided by the max
sum value among filters in that layer. (b) Pruning filters with lowest absolute weights sum and their
corresponding test accuracy on CIFAR-10. (c) Prune and retrain for each single layer of VGG-16 on
CIFAR-10. Some layers are sensitive and it can be harder to recover accuracy after pruning them.
Determining single layer’s sensitivity to pruning To understand the sensitivity of each layer, we
prune each layer independently and test the resulting pruned network’s accuracy on the validation
set. Figure 2(b) shows the layers that maintain their accuracy as the filters are pruned away and they
correspond to filters with larger slopes in Figure 2(a). On the contrary, layers with relatively flat
slopes (as in Figure 2(a)) are more sensitive to pruning. We empirically determine the number of
2
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filters to prune for each layer based on their sensitivity to pruning. For layers that are sensitive to
pruning, we prune a smaller percentage of these layers or completely skip pruning them.
Pruning filters across multiple layers To prune filters across multiple layers, a naive approach is
to determine filters to be pruned at each layer independently. We consider a greedy pruning strategy
that does not consider the kernels corresponding to the previously pruned feature maps (Figure 3(a)).
We find this greedy approach results in pruned networks with higher accuracy especially when large
number of filters are used. For more complex network architectures such as Residual networks [3],
pruning filters may not be straightforward. We show the filter pruning for residual blocks with
projection mapping in Figure 3(b). Here, the filters of the first layer in the residual block can be
arbitrarily pruned, as it does not change the number of output feature maps of the block. To prune
the second convolutional layer of the residual block, the corresponding projected feature maps must
also be pruned. Since the identical feature maps are more important than the added residual maps,
the feature map to be pruned should be determined by the pruning results of the shortcut layer. To
determine which identity feature maps are to be pruned, we use the same selection criterion based on
the filters of the shortcut convolutional layers (with 1 × 1 kernels). The second layer of the residual
block is pruned with the same filter index as selected by the pruning of shortcut layer.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Pruning filters across consecutive layers. a) The greedy pruning strategy does not count
kernels for the already pruned feature maps (shown in yellow). b) Pruning residual blocks with
projection shortcut. The filters to be pruned for the second layer of the residual blocks (marked as
green) is determined by the pruning result of the shortcut projection.
Retraining pruned networks to regain accuracy After pruning the filters, the performance degradation can be compensated by retraining the network. We find that for the layers that are resilient
to pruning, the prune and retrain once strategy can prune away significant portions of the network
and loss in accuracy can be regained by retraining for a short period of time (less than the original
training times). However, when some sensitive layers are pruned away or a very large portions of the
networks are pruned away, it is hard to recover the original accuracy.
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Experiments

We prune two types of networks: simple CNNs (VGG-16 on CIFAR-10) and Residual networks
(ResNet-56/110 on CIFAR-10 and ResNet-34 on ImageNet). We implement our filter pruning method
in Torch. When filters are pruned, a new model with fewer filters is created and the remaining
parameters of the modified layers as well as unaffected layers are copied into the new model.
Furthermore, if a convolutional layer is pruned, the weights of the subsequent batch normalization
layer are also removed. To get the baseline accuracies for each network, we train each model from
scratch and follow the same pre-processing and hyper-parameters as ResNet [3]. For retraining, we
use a constant learning rate 0.001 and retrain 40 epochs for CIFAR-10 and 20 epochs for ImageNet,
which represents one-fourth of the original training epochs.
VGG-16 on CIFAR-10 VGG-16 [2] is a large capacity network originally designed for the ImageNet dataset. Recent work [13] has found that a slightly modified version produces state of the
art results on the CIFAR-10 dataset. We use the model described in [13] but add Batch Normalization [14] after each convolutional layer and the first linear layer, without using Dropout [15]. Note
that when the last convolutional layer is pruned, the input to the linear layer is changed and the
connections are also removed. As seen in Figure 2(c), almost 90% of the filters of the convolutional
layers with 512 feature maps can be safely removed after retraining. One explanation is that these
filters operate on 4 × 4 or 2 × 2 feature maps, which may have no meaningful spatial connections in
3
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Table 1: Overall results. The best test/validation accuracy during the retraining process is reported.
Model
VGG-16
VGG-16-pruned-A
ResNet-56
ResNet-56-pruned-A
ResNet-56-pruned-B
ResNet-110
ResNet-110-pruned-A
ResNet-110-pruned-B
ResNet-34
ResNet-34-pruned-A
ResNet-34-pruned-B
ResNet-34-pruned-C

Error(%)
6.75
6.60
6.96
6.90
6.94
6.47
6.45
6.70
26.77
27.44
27.83
27.52

FLOP
3.13 × 108
2.06 × 108
1.25 × 108
1.12 × 108
9.09 × 107
2.53 × 108
2.13 × 108
1.55 × 108
3.64 × 109
3.08 × 109
2.76 × 109
3.37 × 109

Pruned %
34.2%
10.4%
27.6%
15.9%
38.6%
15.5%
24.2%
7.5%

Parameters
1.5 × 107
5.4 × 106
8.5 × 105
7.7 × 105
7.3 × 105
1.72 × 106
1.68 × 106
1.16 × 106
2.16 × 107
1.99 × 107
1.93 × 107
2.01 × 107

Pruned %
64.0%
9.4%
13.7%
2.3%
32.4%
7.6%
10.8%
7.2%

such small dimensions. Unlike previous work [16, 8], we find that the first layer is quite robust to
pruning as compared to the next few layers. With 50% of the filters being pruned in layer 1 and from
8 to 13, we achieve 34% FLOP reduction for the same original accuracy.
ResNet-56/110 on CIFAR-10 ResNets for CIFAR-10 have three stages of residual blocks for
feature maps with the sizes of 32 × 32, 16 × 16 and 8 × 8. When the feature maps increase,
the shortcut layer provides an identity mapping with an additional zero padding for the increased
dimensions. Here, we only consider pruning the first layer of the residual block. We find that layers
that are sensitive to pruning (layer 20, 38 and 54 for ResNet-56, layer 36, 38 and 74 for ResNet-110)
lie at the residual blocks close to the layers where the number of feature maps change, e.g., the first
and the last residual blocks for each stage. The retraining performance can be improved by just
skipping pruning these sensitive layers. In addition, we find that the deeper layers are more sensitive
to pruning than ones in the earlier stages of the network. Hence, we use a different pruning rate pi for
each stage. ResNet-56-pruned-A improves the performance by pruning 10% filters while skipping
the sensitive layers 16, 20, 38 and 54. ResNet-56-pruned-B skips more layers (16, 18, 20, 34, 38, 54)
and prunes layers with p1 =60%, p2 =30% and p3 =10%. ResNet-110-pruned-A gets a slightly better
result with p1 =50% and layer 36 skipped. ResNet-110-pruned-B skips layer 36, 38, 74 with p1 =50%,
p2 =40% and p3 =30. When there are more than two residual blocks at each stage, the middle residual
blocks can be easily pruned. This might explain why ResNet-110 is easier to prune than ResNet-56.
ResNet-34 on ImageNet ResNets for ImageNet have four stages of residual blocks for feature
maps of 56 × 56, 28 × 28, 14 × 14 and 7 × 7. ResNet-34 uses the projection shortcut when the
feature maps are down-sampled. We first prune the first layer of each residual block. Similar to
ResNet-56/110, the first and the last residual blocks of each stage are more sensitive to pruning than
the intermediate blocks (i.e., layer 2, 8, 14, 16, 26, 28, 30, 32). We skip those layers and prune the
remaining layers at each stage equally. We provide two options of pruning rates for the first three
stages: (A) p1 =30%, p2 =30%, p3 =30%; (B) p1 =50%, p2 =60%, p3 =40%. Option-B provides 24%
FLOP reduction with about 1% loss in accuracy. We also prune the identity feature maps and the
second convolutional layer of the residual blocks. However, these layers are more sensitive to pruning
Option-C prunes the third stage (p3 =20%) and only reduce 7.5% FLOP with 0.75% loss in accuracy.
Therefore, pruning the first layer of the residual block is more effective at reducing the overall FLOP.
This finding correlates with the bottleneck block design for deeper ResNets, which first reduce the
dimension of input feature maps and then increase the dimension to match the identity mapping.

4

Conclusions

Modern CNNs are often over-capacity with large training and inference costs. We present a method to
prune filters with relatively low weight magnitudes to reduce the inference costs without introducing
irregular sparsity. Instead of layer-wise pruning and iterative retraining, we prune filters across
multiple layers and retrain only once for simplicity and ease of implementation, which is critical for
pruning very deep networks. We find that it can achieve about 30% reduction in FLOP for VGG-16
(on CIFAR-10) and deep ResNets without significant loss in the original accuracy.
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